OVERVIEW OF WIND

- Started with DCD 5-year tech plan in 1999
- Based on 4 principles:
  - Funding
  - Infrastructure
  - Training Support
  - Content
- Grants from:
  - Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
  - US Department of Commerce

WIND System is a Portal to:

- eGovernment Applications
- ICP & IPA Tracker
- Project Authorization
- Project Tracker
- Budget
- 184 Tracker
- WIND Map
- Rural Addressing
- PAR Reporting
- Navajo Profile
ICIP & PPA TRACKER
- PROJECT PLANNING
- PROJECT ID NUMBER (FOLLOWS PROJECT THROUGH THE WIND)
- INVENTORY
- ESTIMATED COSTS
- PPA DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST
PROJECT AUTHORIZATION
- REVIEWS PPA DOCUMENTS
- REVIEWS FUNDING AND SOW
- AUTHORIZE PROJECTS TO LEAD AGENCY
PROJECT TRACKER

- TRACK PROCUREMENT
- TRACK PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
- TRACK PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
164 TRACKER
- REVIEWS PACKETS FOR FUNDING AGREEMENTS
- REVIEWS PACKETS FOR CONTRACTS
- COMPILES DOCUMENTS FOR AGREEMENTS AND CONTRACTS
This map is interactive and can show spatial data and information on the various web applications. Clicking on a chapter will highlight chapter boundaries and legend with available public reports.

Chapter House Locations

RURAL ADDRESSING
RESTRICTED TO LOCAL RURAL ADDRESSING COMMITTEE (LRAC)

CONTACT MC BALDWIN FOR ACCESS
You Must Have Training from MC Baldwin to access this area.

PAR REPORTING
- DATA INPUT TOOL FOR TRACKING INDIRECT HOURS FOR DCD PERSONNEL